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The distribution of surface sediments on the northern Oregon

continental shell is characterized by a nearshore sandy facies and an
outer shelf muddy facies, separated by a mid-shelf zone of mixed

sand and mud. Currents which have been measured at 130 centimeters
above the bottom indicate that the distribution of the surface sediment

is a reflection of the hydraulic regime.
The strongest bottom currents which were measured were in the

.nearshore region at a depth of 36 meters. Here currents of over 40
cm/sec generated by surface waves are capable of placing the nearshore sands in suspens ion, where they are transported shoreward

by the wave surge. At mid-shelf, in 90 meters of water, the bottom
current veolcity ranges from zero to over 25 cm/sec, although the

mean is normally about 10 cm/sec. The strongest currents at this
depth are capable of eroding some of the fine sediments, but probably

do not rework the older sediments which have been compacted. Curre.nts which are similar in character to those at mid-shelf were ob-

served at the shelf edge in a depth of 165 meters. A significant
departure, however, is the difference in frequency where the most
energy is found. At the shelf edge the dominant frequency was about

four cpd whereas the dominant frequency at mid-shelf was two cpd or
lower. The dominant frequencies indicate that tides are important

in the generation of continental shelf bottom currents. The twelve -

hour period is that of the semi-diurnal tide; the six-hour period is the
second harmonic of the semi-diurnal component. No indication of
surface wave influence was found at mid-shelf or shelf -edge depths.

Profiles of turbidity made at four east-west transects of the
continental shelf indicate suspended sediment transport occurs prin-

cipally at three levels in the water column. An upper layer is at the
level of the seasonal thermocline, a mid-water layer is located at the
level of the permanent pycnocline, and the third layer is at the bottom.

The surface layer is important in transporting suspended sediment
of the Columbia River plume, although there is also a contribution to
the surface layer from the surf zone by the process of diffusio.n of

fine particles.
The mid-water layer thickens vertically and becomes less

intense.seaward, indicating a nearshore source for the suspended

material. This source is diffusion of fine particles from the surf

zone at mid-water depths. The mid-water layer is located at the level

of the permanent pycnocline. The layer is sub-parallel to the bottom
over the shelf but becomes diffuse at the shelf edge. Sediment trans-

port in the mid-water layer provides a mechanism bywhich sediment
bypasses the outer shelf and upper slope area.

The bottom layer receives its suspended material from erosion
of the bottom, from the water column above, and from fine material
moving seaward from the surf zone. The amount of eroded material
contributed to the bottom layer depends on the bottom current stre.ngth

and on the bottom roughness characteristics. Over a rough bottom

the erosive power of a given bottom current is increased drastically.

For this reason, the presence or absence of rippling is important to
sediment transport on the shelf. The fi.ne material of the bottom
layer may concentrate by settling during quiescent periods, allowing
low-densityflows to initiate.

Several time-series observations of turbidity indicate that the
bottom layer thickens and thins in response to increases and decreases
in current velocity. The mid-water layer migrated somewhat in a

vertical direction, but its thickness and intensity remained nearly

the same. The thickness and intensity of the upper layer responded
to changes in the structure of the thermocline, becoming thick and
dispersed when the upper part of the water column is mixed.

A model of sediment transport proposes that mid-water and
bottom currents transport suspended sediments diagonally across
the shelf toward the south-southwest.

The sediments of the Columbia

River plume are also transported in a southerly direction in the surface waters. Relatively little deposition takes place on the shelf and
upper slope, with the bulk of the sediments bypassing the shelf a.nd

depositing on the lower slope and continental rise.
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SEDIMENT TRANSPORT ON THE NORTHERN OREGON
CONTINENTAL SHELF
INTRODUCTION

Background

Early studies of continental shelves concentrated on the nature
and distribution of sediments. Perhaps because proper instrumentation was not available with which to make observations, only passing

attention was paid to the processes of shelf sedimentation.

Emery

(1952) introduced the term "relict" to describe those sediments which
remain from an earlier environment, distinguishing the relict sediments from modern detrital sediments supplied from mainland

sources, a.nd residual sediments from in situ weathering. Curray
(1960), in his work on the continental shelf of the northwest Gulf of

Mexico, considered the importance to shelf sedimentation of alternating

transgressions and regressions of the sea. Ne recognized that fine
sediments carried in suspension from the coastal rivers are deposited
independently of the sands which remai.n in the nearshore zone and are
redistributed by wave action. Thus, as the sea rose during the retreat

of the glaciers, the nearshore sand body migrated inland, forming a
blanket of sand across the shelf. Suspended fi.nes were deposited at
some distance from the shore to form a mid-shelf mud facies.

Anom-

alous sands at the outer edge of the shelf in some areas (e. g. off
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Freeport, Texas) were explained as resulting from variations in the
pattern of the shelf current system which was distributing the muds
(Curray, 1964).

More recently, attention has been directed toward the hydraulic
regime responsible for the sedimentation on the continental shelf.
Draper (1967) calculated that in the high-energy environment of the

Celtic Sea, west of Ireland, oscillatory speeds of over 43 cm/sec at
152 meters depth result from wave conditions which may be expected

once per year. These velocities appeared to be exceptional and such
energy is not considered to be generally available, especially on low-

energy coastlines. As isolated observations of near-bottom currents
became available, it began to appear that sedimentation o.n continental

shelves is a complex process affected by the tides, weather and sea
conditions, and other physical factors, not simply by the surface wave
conditions.

When Ewing and Thorndyke (1965) brought attention to the "nepha-

bid layer" in the deep ocean, interest was stimulated regarding the
importance of suspended sediments in sedimentation in the ocean.

Heezen et al. (1966) postulated that the continental rise of the eastern
U.nited States was formed from deposition of sediments transported by

geostrophic contour currents. Lyall etal. (1971) attributed turbid
layers at the shelf edge to resuspension by internal waves. Costi.n
(1970) made visual observations from a submersible of turbid layers
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and near-bottom currents on the continental slope at three sites in
the Caribbean Sea. His observations indicated that turbid layers rep-

resented eroded sediments which had been concentrated in stable layers

i.n the water column. Pak (1969) noted a similar stratification in the
Columbia River plume over the continental shelf of Oregon, though

at shallower depths. McManus and Smyth (1970) observed that turbid
bottom water on the continental shelf of the Bering Sea appeared to be

an important mechanism for transporting silts from coastal rivers.
Wolf (1970), in a study of sediment transport in Monterey Bay, recognized the variability of bottom currents and the importance of cha.nge

in current regime to sediment transport patterns. However, until this
present study no comprehensive investigation of sediment transport
on the continental shelf, including both suspended and bottom transport,
had been conducted.

The continental margin off Oregon has been the subject of many
investigations which afford a background upon which a study of sediment tra.nsport ca.n be founded. Through the work of Maloney (1965),

Runge (1966), a.nd Chambers (1968), the surface sediment distribution
on the shelf and upper slope is known in detail, samples havi.ng been

obtained on a three-mile grid. Spigai (1970) has provided rates of
sedimentation on the southern Oregon continental margin. In addition,

observations of currents, hydrographic conditions, and biological fac-

tors spanning nearly ten years are available from various studies
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conducted by personnel at Oregon State University.

Statement of the Problem

The intent of this research is to determine how sediments are
transported on and across the norther.n continental shelf of Oregon.

This information, suitably generalized, can be used to provide a model

for general shelf sediment transport. Questions which must be
answered are:
1.

How are suspended sediments transported from their

coastal source regions across the continental shelf?
2.

How are bottom sediments affected by bottom currents?

3.

Which physical factors and processes are important to
sedime.nt transport on the shelf?

In an attempt to answer these basic questions, a study of oceanbottom curre.nts has been conducted in conjunction with measurements

of turbidity in the water column. The results of the study have re-

vealed some previously unreported features of sediment transport
which may serve to help answer some of the questions above concerning

shelf sedimentation processes.

5

INSTRUMENTATION

Current Meters
A.n important side benefit from this study has been the develop-.

ment and successful use of a system specifically designed for use in
monitoring bottom currents on the continental margin. The current
meters which were used in the study have been modified from that
described by Korge.n (1969). Basically, the instrument utilizes an

optical pickup system which monitors movement of a Savonious rotor,

The dynamic characteristics of the Savonious rotor have been listed

by Gaul etal. (1963). The response time of this type of rotor is about
one-hall minute, which is considered adequate for this type of study.

Although the response time of the rotor is longer than the period

of surface waves, the effects of swell should still appear. Surface
waves traveling in the same direction commonly interfere with each

other in such a manner that the waves travel in groups. The groups

result as the waves alternately reinforce when they are in phase and
cancel when they are out of phase. As a train of waves passes a certam

point, the reinforced waves appear as a series of high waves

separated by intervals of low waves. The groups of large waves are
generally of the order of a minute apart. The larger waves will result

in a greater disturbance at the bottom, generating stronger orbital
bottom currents. Resolution of currents with a period of about a minute

is well withi.n the capabilities of the Savonious rotor.

The threshold veleocity of this system is lower than that of

commercial current meters, and has been determined by Korgen
(1969) to be 0.47 cm/sec.
A chopper plate with two slots in the periphery is mounted on the

base of the Savonious rotor. As the rotor turns, the plate chops a
beam of light which is directed at a light-sensing diode. Whe.n a slot

in the chopper plate passes the light source, light falls on the diode,

whose resistance is then sharply reduced, triggering an amplifier in

the current recorder. The amplifier drives an event marker on a
miniature strip-chart recorder. An event is recorded each time as lot
in the chopper plate passes the light beam, in practice, twice per
revolution. Thus, the raw data are presented as revolutions of the

rotor per unit.time. This recording system, because it actually monitors the movement of the rotor, has the advantage of not smoothing the

record, an important feature during periods of near-threshold currents
when an analog record might mask short-term fluctuations in speed.
A modification to the system described by Korgen (1969) has been

the addition of a direction-sensing unit. This unit utilizes a V-shaped
plastic vane which is magnetically coupled to a continuous-rotation
potentiometer. The potentiometer is part of a voltage-divider .network

housed in the main pressure case. The relative position of the vane
with respect to the current meter body is recorded on an analog section
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of the same trip-chart recorder on which the current-speed event

marks are recorded (Figure 1). In order to convert the relative direction of the vane to absolute orientation, the relative value is referred
to a north reference which is provided by an externally-mounted combination magnetic compass and inclinometer. This device operates

in such a way that the compass is free to move until tension on a

trigger lanyard is released, at which time the compass is locked in

position. A small corrodable link is used to release the lanyard after
several hours on the bottom. Because of the method of a.nchoring the
instrument, its orientation on the bottom does not change and the
simple hboneshotu compass can be used to determine the absolute

orientation for the entire record.

The strip-chart recorder is normally operated at a nominal
speed of IZ inches (30.5 cm) per hour. This speed was selected to
achieve the maximum duration (63 hours) of continuous record while

allowing individual event marks to be resolved. The practical upper

limit of current speed which can be measured at the 12 in/hr chart

speed is about 30 cm/sec. Above this speed, event marks tend to
merge and become indistinguishable. At locations where currents i.n

excess of 30 cm/sec are expected, such as in nearshort regions, the
recorder speed can be increased by changing the gear train, but this
also shortens the duration of record.

DIRECTION RECORD
L

(.

(.

C>

C

/
Figure 1. Sample current meter record.
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The current meters are equipped with an electronic on-off timer
which allows different sampling programs to be used, thereby extending

the record duratio.n. A minimum of ten minutes per hour of "on time

is considered necessary to obtain a representative record of currents,
especially during periods of low speeds.

The recorder, electronics, and batteries are mounted in a frame
which is placed in a cylindrical aluminum pressure case. The pressure case is mounted in an aluminum frame at the e.nd of which are

mounted the speed and direction sensors (Figure 2). During initial
observations the meter was deployed with the current meter oriented
such that the sensor end was at the bottom. However, in this position

damage to the vulnerable sensors resulted. Because adequate protection could not be provided for the sensors without additional inter-

ference in the flow path resulting, the meters were inverted.

This

placed the midpoint of the Savonious rotor approximately 130 cm from

the bottom, about a meter higher than before.
Mooring Techniques

Several prototype current meters were fitted with timed-release
mechanisms which were designed to release the ballast weight which

anchored the meter at the bottom. A cluster of glass floats supplied
positive buoyancy to return the package to the surface. While this

system has obvious advantages, it was decided to defer the development
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Figure 2. Photograph of moored current meter.
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of the free-vehicle system and concentrate on moored systems.

In the moored system (Figure 3), a 70-kilogram anchor is

attached at two points to the base of the current meter. By attaching
the anchor at two points, the meter is constrained from rotating about
the long axis, although it is free to adjust to minor undulations in the

ocean floor. A large glass float is tethered to the sensor end of the
meter with a 2.5-meter length of 4.8-mm stranded wire. This float,
which provides about 22. 7 kilograms of positive buoyancy, holds the

meter upright. A swivel at the point of attachment prevents transmission of torsional movements from the float to the meter. To place
the instrument on the bottom, a length of 4. 8-mm hydrographic wire

is attached at one of the anchoring points at the base of the meter. The
meter is lifted over the side of the ship a.nd lowered to the bottom on

this wire. Once the meter is o.n the bottom, a predetermined length
of the wire is payed out while the ship drifts. After this part of wire
(whose length is at least twice the water depth) has been laid out, a
secondary anchor is attached to the wire and lowered to the bottom.

An additional length of wire is then payed out, equal to at least three

times the depth, and a large surface marker float is attached. For

recovery, the process is simply reversed. The wire used i.n the
operation is payed out and recovered on a small gasoline-powered
winch, which provides portability.

SURFACE FLOAT

Figure 3. Diagram showing technique for mooring current meter. Depth not to scale.
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The advantage of using this mooring system rather than relying

on a timed release of ballast is that probability of recovery is much

higher than with a free-vehicle meter. Even if the surface marker
float is lost, the capability exists for recovery by dragging. The
system is depth-limited, however, because of the amount of wire

needed for mooring. Even so, this method has been used in depths as
great as 1000 meters (Robinson, 1970, personal communication).

Beam Transmissometer
En order to record profiles of turbidity in the water column above

the continental shell, an in situ beam transmissomêter was employed.

Transmittance, simply stated, is a measure of how much transmitted
light is received by the sensor. It depends not only on the amount of
light which is not absorbed, but also on the light which is scattered in
a forward direction by suspended particles. In order to effectively
measure only the amount of light which is not absorbed, a narrow collimated beam is used to minimize the amount of forward scattering.

In this study we shall actually be more interested in nontransmittance,
or turbidity.
The instrument used in this study was designed and constructed
by the Optical Oceanography group at Oregon State University. The

light source consists of a microscope lamp bulb powered by a regulated
power supply. This lamp was chosen because of its stable
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characteristicsrthroughout its life. The light is collimated through
a system of lenses into a beam about 1. 5 cm in diameter. A photomultiplier sensor one meter away senses the i.ncident light from the
beam. Use of stabilized power supplies and precision components
minimizes drift due to fluctuations in temperature.
The photornultiplier output is amplified and transmitted to the
ship via a conducting cable. The output is recorded on a strip-chart

recorder or an X-Y plotter.
Turbidity-depth profiles were recorded by lowering the i.nstrument

through the

water column at a rate of about 30 meters/minute.

The instrument was constructed with a rugged frame and consequently

can be used to measure turbidity until in contact with the bottom. A
green filter was used during most of the measurements to compensate

for the coastal water color.
The values obtained from the tra.nsmissometer are only relative

values and do not represent percent transmittance. The tra.nsmissometer has not been calibrated in terms of absolute values of light

transmission. Calibration of the transmissometer in terms of sediment concentration is not possible because varying size distributions
of suspended sediment affect the trans mis sio.n of light in d iffe re nt

ways, even though the absolute concentrations of the suspensions are

the same. However, the output of the photomultiplier sensor is

linear, so comparisons of the turbidity at different levels in the same
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cast may be made. In the profiles observed in April and May of 1971,

a lucite block was used to calibrate the instrument on deck just
prior to lowering. Using this reference point, station-to-station
comparisons of turbidity values may be made. Unfortunately, the

calibration block was not utilized i.n the earlier cruises so comparisons between data obtained in February a.nd data obtained in April

and May cannot be made, nor can station-to-station absolute corn-

parisons of turbidity be made for the February observations.
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DATA REDUCTION

Currents

The first step in processing raw current records, an example
of which is presented in Figure 1, is to determine the absolute time
scale. Because the chart drive motor slows as the battery energy is
consumed, the chart advance speed is not constant. However, the
discharge curve of the Eveready 520 battery used as the power supply

is essentially linear in the voltage range from six to five volts, where
the instrument is operated (Union Carbide, 1968). Therefore, the

chart speed can also be assumed to be linearly decreasing. The start
and stop times of the recorder were marked on the record in order to
provide an absolute time reference. The length of the record in inches
(L) was determined and the mea.n chart speed (Sm) was calculated by

dividing by the record duration in hours (D). The chart speed with

fresh batteries is known, and normally was 12 in/hr (30.5 cm/hr).
With this information the chart speed at the end of the record (S) was
calculated:
12 + Se
2

= Sm

(1)

Se = 2 Sm - 12

With the beginning and ending chart speeds known, the decrease in

chart speed per hour was calculated:
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lZSe
D

= rate of decrease (in/hr)

(3)

where D is the duration of the record in hours. The record was then

divided into one-minute segments. To facilitate marking the records,
the speed for each hour was considered constant with the decrease in
speed occurring at the end of the hour. Thus, the record as marked

shows a step-like approximation to the linear decrease in speed. The
rate of decrease is normally of the order 0. 07 in/hour. When divided
into 60 parts the difference is nearly imperceptible.
This method of calculating chart speeds has proven to be quite

accurate. In certain of the observations, an electronic on-off timer

was used to vary the sampling program. A typical program might be
to sample continuously for 40 minutes, turn the instrument off for 20

minutes, on for 40 minutes, and so on. The times when the instru-

ment switches on are easily recognized as discontinuities in the record. These discontinuities can be treated as time marks and therefore,

provide an accurate time base. This time base compares favorably
with that calculated by the method outlined above.

With the record marked in one-minute intervals, the next step in
data reduction is to cou.nt the number of event marks in each oneminute segment. This laborious task is accomplished by viewing the

record through a binocular microscope, which is necessary to distinguish the event marks. Resolution of the record using this method is

LI

drastically increased over that using the unaided eye.
Converting events per minute into revolutions per minute is
accomplished by simply dividing by two, the number of slots i.n the
chopper plate. Finally, conversion from revolutions per minute to

cm/sec is made through calibration curves.
Korgen (1969) calibrated meters of this type at the Instrument
Rating Flume of the North Pacific Division, U. S. Army Crops of
Engineers, Bonneville, Oregon. He estimated calibration error at
± 2%.

In addition, chart speed was found to vary approximately ±

1.5%.

Finally, the accumulated error from reducing the data is es-

timated at 2. 5% for speeds in excess of 15 cm/sec; below 15 cm/sec,

the error is insignificant. This is because for speeds above 15 cm/sec
(at 12 in/hr chart speed) the event marks tend to merge a.nd become

more difficult to resolve.

The reduced current-meter record represe.nts a sequence of oneminute averages of the raw record. This method of reducing the raw

data is satisfactory for the purposes of this study, as no attempt to
measure turbulence or very short-term fluctuations in speed was made.

Furthermore, the response time of the instrument is about 30 seconds
so an attempt to measure instantaneous velocities would be meaning-

less. Finally, the shortest-term variations in speed which were
measured were of the order of several minutes long. Thus, treating
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the averaged values of speed as though they are instantaneous values

introduces no significant error.
Current direction is recorded as a.n analog record o.n the same

strip chart, and thus the same time base, as the event marks. In
order to convert the relative direction to true direction, the scale
value corresponding to north must be determined. This is accom-

pushed after the instrument is recovered by orienting the direction
vane parallel to the north-south line of the compass. The deflectio.n
of the galva.nometer of the recorder then corresponds to a current
direction from magnetic north. Full scale deflection (100 microamps)
corresponds to 3600. The potentiometer i.n the direction-measuring

circuit is linear; that is, a one degree change of direction always
equals 1/360th of full scale on the chart. Therefore, the scale is
easily converted to true azimuth directions by offsetting the north
mark of the scale 21° counterclockwise from the .north reference cor-

recting for the magnetic declination in this area.
Because of the voltage drop of the power supply, 3600 corres-

ponds to full-scale deflectio.n only at the start of observations. At the
end of the record, after battery voltage has fallen to perhaps 85% of
its original value, 85% of full scale deflection then corresponds to
3600.

This decrease is again assumed to be linear throughout the

record a.nd is handled in a manner similar to that used to correct for

the decreasing chart rate. In this case a transparent overlay is
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marked in ten-degree increments, with 360° corresponding to full
scale. For the first hour of record the scale is perpendicular to the

direction of chart travel. At the start of the second hour and for each
succeeding hour, the position of the overlay is adju8ted at an angle

less than 900 to the direction of chart travel so that the 360° mark
corresponds to the maximum deflection of the galvanometer at that
time. For instance, if after 24 hours the battery voltage had dropped

to 5.6 volts, 93% of the starting voltage, the 360° mark would be
placed in the 93 microamp line. The zero mark remains at the zerodeflection line. As the overlay is repositioned for each hour, it ad-

justs the entire scale an amount proportional to the decrease in scale
length.

Current direction values to the .nearest five degrees were read
every ten minutes. This was considered sufficiently freque.nt for the

computation of transport values and for detection of tidal and inertial
effects.

Current-speed data were digitized for each minute of record.
These data were then placed on punch cards for processing by cornputer. Program SPECT 1, a conversational program to estimate,
output, and plot power spectra, was used to determine domi.na.nt

frequencies. This program is stored in compiled form at the
Computer Center of Oregon State University under the name *SPECT
1C and may be used frorn any teletype terminal.
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In addition to the estimates of power spectra, the current direction and speed records were plotted by hand i.n a.nalog form a.nd also

as progressive-vector diagrams. In certai.n records where direction
only was recorded, histograms of direction have been constructed.
Optical Data

Transmissometer records are prese.nted in their raw form,
except that the vertical scales have bee.n adjusted for the sake of cornpar is o.n.

Duri.ng cruise Y71OZF, water samples were obtained at selected

depths at four stations. The inte.nsity of light scattered by these

samples was measured using a Brice-Phoenix light scattering photo-

meter. The characteristics and operating procedures for this device
are given by Pak (1969). Scattering was measured at angles of 450,
900, and 135° from the incident light beam. The raw data were pro-

cessed using program SCAT 4, also listed by Pak (1969).
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RESU LTS

Geologic Settixg

The continental shell from Newport, Oregon to the Columbia

River ranges in width from 59 kilometers at latitude 46° OO'N. to 24

kilometers at latitude 45° 11'N. The Columbia River at the northern

end of the study area (Figure 4) contributes vast quantities of suspended sediment to the waters over the northern shelf (Pak, 1969).

South of the Columbia River, the coast is relatively straight, affording

no barriers to large-scale offshore circulation. Coastal geomorphology
varies from rugged volcanic headlands to extensive beaches and

sand dunes. Byrne (1963) estimated that coastal erosion occurs along
67% of the Oregon coast from the Columbia River south to Heceta

Bank, and that land-sliding is the principle means of erosio.n for 54

miles of the coast. Byrne calculated rates of coastal erosion of 0. 5
meters per year for Miocene sedimentary rocks a.nd 13. 5 meters per
year for u.nlithified Quaternary sediments. Runge (1966) has calculated

that the yearly contribution to shelf sediments from coastal erosio.n

of sea cliffs is 598,000 cubic meters. Estimates by Hixson (1960)
indicate that the Columbia River contributes over 14 times that
amount annually. Estuaries trap most coarse material from coastal

streams and from the Columbia River, though fine sediments reach

the shelf waters.
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The distributio.n of surface sediments on the northern Oregon
shelf i shown in Figure 5, prepared from data obtained from Runge
(1966).

Ru.ng&s samples were taken on a three-mile grid using a

Dietz-LaFond grab, which has the effect of homogenizing the sample.

Nevertheless, Figure 5 presents a sufficiently detailed picture of the
top te.n centimeters of sediments and is certainly representative of

the true distribution of surface sediments.
The average median diameter of sediments o.n the inner shelf

(Figure 6a) increases slightly toward the south, and sorting (Figure 6b)
improves in the same direction. The width of the inner sand body,

defined as sediment whose median diameter is greater than 3

,

is at

a minimum at the mouth of the Columbia River, undoubtedly reflecting

the large supply of smaller suspended sediments. Elsewhere, the
boundary between the inner-shelf sand and the mid-shelf mixed facies
(Md = 34) to 44)) roughly parallels the coastline. Because the shelf

itself narrows considerably toward the south, the effect is that sands
extend pr oportio.na ily relatively further across the narrow shell tha.n
on the wide shelf. The average depth of their seaward limit is re-

markably constant. Mid-shelf and outer-shelf facies, however, follow

the trend of the shelf edge and are narrow where the shell is narrow
and wide where the shelf is wide. A large patch of fine sediment,

shaped like an inverted teardrop, represents the only sizeable body
of fine sediment on the continental shell in the study area. Small
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Figure 5. Distribution of surface sediments on the northern Oregon
continental margin.
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isolated areas of relatively coarse sediments are found in several
places at the shelf edge.
Oceanqgraphic Regime

The North Pacific Ocean off the Oregon coast is a regio.n of

generally weak southward flowing surface currents. Maugha.n (1963)

noted that inshore surface curre.nts on the central coast are northerly
during the winter season (November to March) and southerly during the

rest of the year. Burt and Wyatt (1964) noted a similar change in the
surface current direction in response to changes i.n the local wind

stress.
During the winter months the winds are normally southerly or
southwesterly.

It is during this seaso.n that the most intense storms

develop. The sea is generated in response to the prevailing local

wind, but the long period swell which arrives at the coast may be
ge.nerated in response to circulation around an intense low pressure
system in the Gulf of Alaska. Several times duri.ng the course of the

study, stationary or slowly moving lows in the Gulf of Alaska were

oriented such that large waves, generated in the southwest sector of
the storm by winds in excess of 40 knots over an unusually long fetch,

reached the Orego.n coast as long-period, high swells.
In the summer months, winds are most ofte.n from the north and
northwest. Sea conditions are characteristically much improved over

those during the winter. The northerly winds transport surface water
away from the coast causing subsurface water to upwell i.n the coastal
region. The upwelled water provides nutrients to the organisms in the

coastal region, resulting in plankton blooms. Beyond this effect,
upwelli.ng causes persistant horizontal variations in the physical properties of the ocea.n which affect physical processes in a complex manner (Smith, 1968).

Results of Current Measurements

Bottom currents were measured intermittently on the northern
Oregon continental shelf over a period of 15 months, although the most
successful observations were made duri.ng the final six months of ob-

servations. With the exceptio.n of the bottom-current profile measure-

ments, current records will be dealt with chronologically.
Bottom-current Profile
In order to make comparisons betwee.n currents which were

measured at different distances above the bottom, the bottom-current

profile had to be established for extrapolation. A special curre.nt

meter was built to measure the profile of currents a short distance
above the bottom. A frame was constructed with two speed-sensor

units at each end of the electronics-package pressure case. The
dista.nces from the ocean bottom to the mid-points of the four
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Savonious rotors were 48, 180, and 208 centimeters respectively.

A four-channel event recorder was used to record currents at each
level simultaneously on a single chart. Direction was not measured.

The meter was deployed in the manner described earlier.
Currents were measured in depths of 37 meters and 73 meters
west of Yaquina Head. The duration of the record at each station was

approximately one-half hour. Succeedi.ng short sections of the record

at each station were analyzed for speed and are presented as both

linear and logarithmic current profiles in Figure 7. The no-slip
boundary condition that velocity is equal to zero at the bottom was

assumed, and i.n the linear profiles a smooth curve was draw.n through
the plotted points. Although the no-slip assumption must be valid, the

shape of the curve between the bottom and the first data point above
the bottom (48 cm) depends on bottom roughness condition. If the

bottom is hydrodynamically rough, as a rippled surface would be,
turbulence in the boundary layer will extend all the way to the bottom,

and the current profile will look similar to those in Figure 7. On the
other ha.nd, if the bottom is hydrodynamically smooth, as an unrippled
bottom composed of fine sediment would be, the main turbulent flow

will be separated from the bottom by a thin layer of laminar flow. The

near-bottom current profile will then resemble Figure 8.
We can assume a rough boundary and apply the von K.rm'an-

Prandtl equation for boundary currents,
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U*

zo

(4)

'

where U is the average velocity (cm/sec) at a distance z (cm) above
the bottom,

is the shear velocity (crn/sec)
k

is von Krm.n's constant,

0. 4,

and z is the roughness length related to the height of the rough-

ness elements (Lnman, 1963).
Inma.n (1963) has outlined a method by which the value of

a.nd U

can be determined graphically. Equatio.n (4) is rewritten:
log(z + z)

U + log z0

(5)

and the logarithm of (z + z) is plotted against U, with z assumed to
be negligible for the first approximation. The intercept of the plotted

line with the ordinate given a first approximation for z. This value
is used in the next approximation, and so o.n, until succeeding values
of z are approximately equal.

Applying this technique and using the average speed obtained at

each level for the observations at 37 meters, a value of z 0 = 3.4 cm
is obtai.ned. This probably is a.n indicatio.n that rippling was present,

and that the bottom was indeed hydrodynamically rough. However,

at a depth of 73 meters, the value for
for

is 0.002 cm. The low value

at the deeper station indicates a hydrodynamically smooth

bottom.
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In the case of a smooth bouiidary, Einstein (1950) gives the

velocity distribution as:
U

z

5.75 log (9.05

Uz
*

(6)

where U is the velocity (cm/sec) at z distance above the bottom,
U

is the shear velocity,

and v is the kinematic viscosity (cm2/sec).
Using an observed average value at the deeper station of U

cm/sec at z = 48 cm, and a value of 1. 1 x 10
viscosity yields a value of U

17. 4

cm2/sec for kinematic

0. 68 cm/sec. The thickness of the

laminar sub-layer 6, in which the velocity profile is linear, is
listed in Chow (1964) as:
11.6v,

For TJ, = 0. 68 cm/sec, 6

1. 9 mm. The roughness length computed

using the von K'arm'an- Prandtl relationship for rough boundaries was

0. 02 mm. The fact that the roughness length is two orders of magni-

tude smaller than the thickness of the laminar sub-layer indicates
that the boundary is hydrodynamically smooth.

The velocity profile within the laminar sub-layer is listed by
Chow (1964) as:

2

Uz=z

U*
v

(8)

For z = 6

Uz =1l.6u *

(9)
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Using this relation, the velocity at 1.9 mm above the bottom should

have been 7.9 cm/sec at the time of the observations (Figure 8).
At the shallower station, where the roughness length was determined to be 3.4 centimeters, if we assume a rough bottom and apply
equation (4) using an observed average value of 10 cm/sec at 48
centimeters above the bottom, we obtain U

3. 39 cm/sec.

The shear velocity is defined as
To
*

whereT0

(10)

p

is the boundary shear stress (force/ unit area) and

is the

density of the fluid. The stations at which the observations were

made were spaced closely enough that density can be assumed

constant. We can then write
U

deep
U

shallow

Tdeep
T

.

(11)

shallow

Since U at the shallow station was determined to be 3. 39 cm/sec

and U at the deep station was 0.68 cm/sec, it follows that the shear

stress at the shallow station is 2.5 times the shear stress at. the
deep station. The measured current,, on the other hand, was stronger

at the deep station. These calculations illustrate the importance of
bottom roughness in erosion and transportation of sediments.
The primary purpose for making observations of the bottom-

current profile was to relate current observations made at several
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distances above the bottom. With one exception, all observations have

been made above 48 cm, so the curves of Figure 7 are sufficient for
that purpose.

Several of the profiles seem to indicate a velocity maximum at
about 170 on above the bottom. Although the number of points on which

the curves are based is small, over half of the observations reveal a
maximum below two meters. This is slightly nearer the bottom than

the velocity maximum observed at 4000 meters depth in the equatorial
Atlantic Ocean by Pyrkin (1966), where the maximum was positioned
about 250 cm above the bottom. The departure of the uppermost part

of the observed profiles from the logarithmic profile may be attributed

to shear effects caused by a current direction reversal higher i.n the
water column. Such reversals have been observed between currents
near the surface and those 15 meters from the bottom on the contine.ntal shelf nine kilometers west of Depoe Bay (Pillsbury et j.
1970).

Cruise Y 7002 C*

The initial attempt to measure bottom currents on the continental
margi.n was made on the upper slope, 52 kilometers west of Cascade

Head in February, 1970. (See Figure 4 and Appendix I for locations

* Cruise numbers follow the form: ship, year, month, and sequence.
Thus, cruise Y 7002 C was the third cruise aboard R/V Yaqui.na in
February of 1970.
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of stations.) A free-vehicle meter was used for this observation,
which, at

350

meters, was the deepest of the study. Due to a speed-

sensor malfunction, direction only was recorded for the entire 14
hours. Current direction (the direction toward which the curre.nt

flowed) was generally southerly, with a small westerly component
(Figure 9).
Cruise C 7004 C

In April, 1970, a current meter was placed on the mid-shelf
(125

meters deep)

26

kilometers southwest of Tillamook Head.

Both

the speed and direction sensors functioned properly and a 48-hour
record was obtained. However, the on-off timer operated sporadically

with the result that the absolute time base is uncertain. This uncertainty precluded spectral analysis of the record, although a progressive vector diagram (Figure 10) was drawn using representative

current velocities. Currents varied from below threshold speed to
20

cm/sec, measured

25

centimeters from the bottom. Probably

the most striking aspect of the record is the nearly constant direction
of flow toward the southwest. From

1500

to

2300

on April 29th, cur-

rent direction did not vary more tha.n five degrees. No tidal or

inertial oscillations are apparent in the directio.n record. There appears to be some systematic periodicity in current speed, although
this is uncertain because of the time-base problem.
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Cruise C 7006 B

Current meters were moored at 100 meters and 175 meters at
distances of 30 and 43 kilometers west of Newport during June, 1970.

Current speed was recorded for only the first six hours at the 100meter depth, and not at all at the 175-meter depth. Direction was

recorded at both sites for the entire duration of the records, but no
north-reference was obtained at the shallow station.

For the first six hours, current speed at 100 meters depth varied
from 3. 5 cm/sec to 13 cm/sec. Direction, nearly constant for the
first 22 hours of the record, became rotary, with a period of about
12 to 13 hours (Figure 11). Although the period is fairly regular, the

rate of change in direction is highly variable, and probably indicates

the influence of shorter-term processes. The length of the rotational
period corresponds with the semi-diurnal period of the tide in this

area. Rotation was in a clockwise direction.
Current direction at the deeper station exhibited neither the
tidal frequency seen at 100 meters nor the co.nstancy of the currents

measured during cruise C 7004 B. As shown in Figure 12, the domina.nt direction was onshore to the northeast. Unfortunately, the

absolute time base of the record at the deeper station is in question,
so that comparisons between the two records cannot be made.

C
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Figure 12. Cruise C 7006 B, 175 meters. 440 39 8'N, 124° 33. 3'W. Current direction record
and frequency of direction.
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Cruise C 7008 D

Current speed and direction were recorded for 66 hours at 176meters depth near the shelf edge, 43 kilometers west of Newport.

This station was in virtually the same location as the deeper station

of the preceding cruise. A detailed picture of the nature of currents
1.3 meters from the bottom is presented in this record (Figure 13).
The current meter was programmed to sample 40 minutes continuously,

then shut down for 20 minutes. The gaps in Figure 13 represent
periods of off' time.

Speed during most of the record was highly variable, and the mag-

nitude of the variability seemed to increase as the mean speed increased. Large speed increases occurred over short periods of time
at several times during the observations, notably from 1355 to 1407
on August 18, an increase of 18 cm/sec, and again from 1501 to 1521

the same day, an increase of 19. 5 cm/sec. The mean speed for the

record is 8.4 cm/sec, with extremes from below 0.5 cm/sec to 24
cm/sec. The highest sustained speed of 22 cm/sec was recorded
from 1522 to 1535 o.n August 18. In Figure 14b the record has been

smoothed by plotting half -hour averages of the measured currents,

assuming a linear trend during the gaps in time. From the smoothed
record no systematic changes in speed are evident, except that during
the latter half of the record the velocity minima are about six hours
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apart. The frequency power spectrum (Figure 14a), however, has

peaks at periods of four hours, 2.1 hours, 1.6 hours, and 1. 1 hours
in addition to the dominant period of about seven hours. The dominant

period is close to half that of the semidiurnal component of the tide;

later shelf-edge currents also exhibit an energy peak near this period.
The meaning of the peaks which occur at shorter periods is not clear,
although it is possible that internal waves may be responsible for the
higher frequency peaks.

Current direction did not vary with the current speed in any
manner which is apparent in the raw record. However, the progres-

sive-vector diagram (Figure 15) shows several "waves" with a period"
of about 12 hours. The net transport, as indicated by Figure 15, is

southwest, exactly the opposite of the dominant direction at this site

two months earlier.
Cruise C 7012 D

Bottom currents were observed continuously for slightly over
two hours at mid-shelf, 135 kilometers west of Depoe Bay. These

observations were made using a current meter mounted in a tripodlike frame. The rotor is about 0. 5 meters above the bottom in this
configuration.

The mean velocity of the current was 8.2 cm/sec, ranging from

five cm/sec to 13 cm/sec (Figure l6b). Relative direction was steady
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Figure 15. Cruise C 7008 D. 440 46.9'N, 124° 33.61W.
Progressive vector diagram.
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Cruise C 7012 D. 440 49 O'N, 124° 12. 5'W.
(a) Frequency power spectrum. Energy density units are (cm/sec)2 /cpm.
(b) Current speed record.

but no north reference was obtained. The frequency power spectrum

(Figure 16a) reveals a multitude of peaks with the strongest appearing

at periods of 9.5 minutes and 2.5 minutes. A significant part of the
energy lies beyond the cutoff frequency of 30 cycles per hour. This

record, though short, serves to demonstrate the possible influence
of moderate swell (which prevailed during the observations) on bottom

currents i.n relatively deep water.
Cruise Y 7102 F

During February of 1971, short observations of bottom curre.nts

were made in conjunction with a series of turbidity-profile stations.

These stations were made along transects of the shelf at latitudes
45° 1UN a.nd 440 40'N (Figure 4), and varied in depth from 275 meters

to 25 meters. The record length for each station is about one hour.
These records are not presented in analog form. Rather, the average

current velocity at each station is prese.nted as a vector in Figures
32, 34, 35, a.nd 36. These observations will be discussed in the sec-

tion on optical measurements.
Cruise C 7103 F

Bottom currents were measured in relatively shallow water (35
meters), 2.5 kilometers west of Depoe Bay for about 17 hours during
March, 1971. The intent of these observations was to determine the
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effect of swell on the bQttom in the nearshore sand facies.

Figure 17 reveals the strongest currents measured on the co.ntinental shelf during the study. Speeds ranged from 13 cm/sec to 48

cm/sec. with a mean speed of 29. 6 cm/sec. The rapidly fluctuating
current speed indicates the influence of short term surface influences,

that is, swell. During the period, of measurement, swell nearly
doubled in height from about two meters to about four meters. The
effect, of the increase in the height of the swell is apparent in the in-

creased size of the variations in curre.nt speed during the latter half
of the record.
The frequency power spectrum (Figure 18a) reveals that energy
is distributed throughout the spectrum. Undoubtedly, a significant
part of the energy occurs beyond the cutoff frequency of 0. 5 cycles

per minute. Additionally, tidal effects are to be expected although
the record is of insufficient length to allow long period energy peaks

to be resolved.

In anticipation of the higher current speeds at this depth, a different type of recorder providing a faster chart speed was utilized. The
use of this recorder precluded recording curre.nt direction.
Cruise Y 7104 C

Bottom currents were measured simultaneously at mid-shelf and
shelf-edge depths, respectively 13.5 and 37 kilometers west of Cape
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Foulweather. In the vicinity of the deeper station, several observa-

tions of turbidity profiles were also made. Bottom photos were taken
in this same region in support of a study of pink shrimp (Pandalus
jordani).

At the shallow station, the bottom-current speeds ranged from
two cm/sec to 34 cm/sec, with a mean of 14. 2 cm/sec. (Figure 19).

For the first time during the study, sustained currents in excess of
25 cm/sec were recorded at relatively large depths. This occurred
from 0540 to 0730 on April 27. The cur rent speed in the smoothed

record (Figure 20b) appears to vary with a period of 12 to 14 hours.
The frequency power spectrum (Figure 20a) indicates that virtually

all the energy lies at frequencies lower than 0. 3 cycles per hour, with
no well-defined energy peaks. Thus, swell apparently did not influence

bottom curre.nt during these observations. Current direction was not

recorded at the shallow station.

At the deeper station, the mean speed was slightly higher at 14. 6
cm/sec and the current ra.nged from below threshold to 32 cm/sec
(Figure 21). The sustained strong current observed at 90 meters does

not appear in the record at 165 meters, although the current strength
during the first 20 minutes. of the record is over 25 cm/sec. The
smoothed record (Figure 22b) shows the currents at this depth to be
somewhat more variable than at 90 meters. Direction records indicate
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Figure 19. Cruise Y 7104 C, 90 meters. 440 46. 3'N, 124° 14. ].'W. Current speed record.
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a distinct counterclockwise rotary motion with.an apparent period of
about 12 hours.

The frequency power spectrum for the deep station (Figure 22a)
has two well-defined peaks corresponding to periods of 6. 5 hours and
2. 2 hours.

As at the shallow station, very little energy is contained

at frequencies higher than 0.5 cycles per hour. The 6.5-hour period
corresponds roughly to half the semidiurnal period of the tide. The
meaning of the peak at 2. 2 hours is unclear.

The progressive-vector diagram (Figure 23) displays a general
westerly transport during the period of these observations.
Cruise Y 7105 A

Observations of currents were made continuously for two days at
depths of 90 and 165 meters west of Tillamook Head in conjunction with

measurements of turbidity profiles.
At the mid-shelf station the curre.nt speed ranged from below

threshold to 28 cm/sec, with a mean of 9. 4 cm/sec. The currentspeed record (Figure 24) reveals a highly variable flow that seems to
be typical of bottom currents in the shelf region. The maximum speed

was reached three times in fairly close succession, at 1232, 1323,
and 1334 on May 6, after which the current speed fell to a fairly low
level.
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Figure 23. Cruise Y 7104 C, 165 meters. 440 46. 1'N, 124° 31. Z'W. Progressive vector diagram.
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The frequency power spectrum (Figure 25a) shows that most of

the energy is contained at frequencies lower than 0. 5 cycles per hour.

However, minor peaks occur atmuch higher frequencies, and might
indicate the influence of swell, although during the term of observatio.ns ocean swell was quite low.

The current direction was strongly rotary in a clockwise direc-.
tio.n with a period roughly corresponding to that of the semidiurnal

tide. The progressive-vector diagram (Figure 26) i.ndicates a.n onshore flow of water during the observations.

Again, current measured near the shell edge at the deeper
station (Figure 27) was slightly stronger than at mid-shelf, with a
mean of 10.2 cm/sec, although this figure was computed excluding

the initial ten hours of record, during which the current was below
threshold speed. The record during those te.n hours appears to be

normal and current directio.n fluctuates widely, as is normal in a
sluggish flow. Several times during the ten-hour period, the raw

record shows that the Savonious rotor did turn slightly; furthermore,

the current speed increased very slowly after this initial period.
Therefore, indications are that this was an extended period of quiesce.nce rather tha.n an instrument malfunction. Nevertheless, such a.n

extended period of quiescence is unprecedented in this study, and

is considered to be a rare condition. After the initial te.n-hour period,
current speed ra.nged from below threshold to 25 cm/sec.
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The only significant peak in the freque.ncy power spectrum

(Figure 28a) corresponds to a period of 6.5 hours, and virtually no
energy is contained at frequencies higher than two cycles per hour.

The 2.2-hour period seen at the 165-meter depth for cruise Y 7104 C

is not distinct in this spectrum.
The current direction was generally offshore, with no apparent
rotation (Figure 29).
Results of Optical Measurements

Continuous tra.nsniissometer readings were taken from the surface to the bottom along four transects of the continental shelf. In

addition, three time-series stations were occupied for periods of up
to 12 hours. Scattered stations in the vicinity of the shell edge west
of Yaqui.na Head complete the tra.nsmissometer data. Complimentary

data were obtained at four stations during cruise Y 7102 F by making

in-vitro light-scattering measurements using a
scattering photometer.

rice-Phoe.nix light

Finally, tempe rature -depth profiles were

observed concurrently with tra.nsmissometer readings during cruises
Y 7104 C and Y 7105 A. As with the results of the bottom-current

observations, the optical data is presented chronologically.
Cruise Y 7102 A

The narrowest part of the continental shelf, along latitude 45°
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Figure 28

Cruise Y 7105 A, 165 meters. 450 59 4'N, 124° 36. 2'W.
(a) Frequency power spectrum. Energy density units are (cm/sec)2/0. 5 cpm.
(b) Smoothed record of current direction and speed.
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Figure 29. Cruise Y 7105 A, 165 meters. 45° 59. 4'N, 124° 36. 21W.
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11'N, was selected as the site of the first observations of turbiditydepth profiles. The shelf gradient at this location is regular, and

contours closely parallel the shoreline. Stations were made at 18. 3meter intervals (ten fathoms) from the ,nearshore region to upper
slope depths. Bottom currents were also measured for approximately

one hour at each station and additionally o.n the upper slope at a depth
of 275 meters.

The turbidity-depth profiles (Figure 30) reveal a shape which we
have found to be characteristic of shelf waters under both wi.nter conditio.ns (which persisted during these observations) and summer conditions. In each profile, three levels exist where light transmission

is a minimum. In Figure 30, these layers, which are i.nterpreted as

turbid layers, are a surface layer about 15 meters thick, a mid-water
layer whose intensity decreases a.nd whose thickness increases from
the nearshore statio.n toward the shelf edge, a.nd a bottom layer whose

thickness and intensity are variable. At the shallowest station, the

mid-water layer is the most intense of the three, but from there to
mid-shelf the bottom layer predominates. The surface-turbid zone
is strongest of the three from mid-shelf to the shelf edge.
Mean bottom currents for the period of each individual observatio.n are presented vectorially i.n Figure 30. Currents were highly
variab'e in both directio.n a.nd speed from station to statio.n, and it is

difficult to assess any periodic trend. These mean velocities will be
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Cruise Y 7102 A. Turbidity profiles and bottom currents along latitude 45 0 ll'N.
Relative values of turbidity can be compared only withi.n the same profile. Absolute

comparison of turbidity between stations is not possible.

treated as instantaneous velocities which were resent at the time of
the light-trans miss io.n measurements. This as sumpt ion is reas onable

since, although the current velocities varied strongly from station to
station, the variability was not prese.nt at individual sites.
Water samples were obtained at selected depths at four stations.

In vitro scattering curves obtained from these samples are presented
in Figure 31. The scattering values generally show agreement with

the tra.nsmissometer data.

A second profile and two time-series stations were made west of
Yaquina Head duri.ng the latter half of this cruise.

En contrast to the

first transect, the shelf here is relatively wide and irregular, with
a broad mid-shelf region adjace.nt to Stonewall Bank.

Six prOfiles of turbidity alternating with five observations of

bottom current were obtained during a ten-hour time-series station
on February 11, 1971, at 165 meters depth, 40 kilometers west of
Newport. These profiles (Figure 32) show the relatively stable light-

transmission properties of the waters in the outer shelf region. Again,
three turbid layers can be discer.ned, although the mid-water layer is
rather diffuse. The mid-water layer was also diffuse at a comparable
depth in the observations along latitude 45° 1l?N. The thickness a.nd

intensity of the bottom layer vary rather markedly, probably in response to the changing bottom-current strength.
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Figure 31. Scattering values for water samples obtained at selected stations along latitude 450 11'N.
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Bottom currents are presented as velocity vectors in Figure 32.
Current stre.ngth increased from near threshold to over ten cm/sec
betwee.n the 1030 a.nd 1240 observations of turbidity. Velocities re-

mained at a relatively high level until nearly 1900 when a sharp de-

crease in strength was recorded. Between the final two turbidity
observations, current velocity continued to fall at a decreased rate.
A second time-series station at 91-meters depth again displayed

the characteristic three layers of turbidity (Figure 33). Bottom
currents were fairly consistent in direction and strength; currents
are again represented vectorially.
Turbidity profiles were measured at 18. 3 meter (te.n fathom)

intervals from 37 meters to 165 meters depth in a second transect of
the shelf. Along this transect (Figure 34), the thickness and intensity

of the bottom turbid layer were somewhat less than had been observed

iii the earlier transect, although a disti.nct mid-water layer was ob-

served. Bottom currents were recorded for a short period at four
of the stations, and the results are represented vectorially.
In vitro scattering values from water samples obtained at the
165 -meter station are presented in Figure 35.
Cruise Y 7104 C

Five profiles of turbidity were recorded at stations near the
shelf edge about 32 kilometers west of Depoe Bay (Figure 36). As
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in the previous observations made near the shelf edge, these profiles
show a relatively weak but easily recognized mid-water layer. Sur-

face and bottom layers are also present, although they, too, are
weak.

No bottom-current observations were made in direct support of

the turbidity measurements, although a current meter was moored
in the vicinity. The current meter records are presented in Figures
19 and 21.

Cruise Y 7105 A

Two transects of the continental shelf a.nd a 12-hour time series

of turbidity profiles were made at the widest part of the northern
Oregon continental shelf, along latitude 450 59tN. These observations

took place during the summer ocea.nic regime, with brisk northerly

winds prevailing. No hydrographic observations were made, but it
is under such conditions that coastal upwelling develops. Shoreward
flow observed at mid-shelf may be an i.ndication that upwelling was

in progress.
In the May 5th transect, profiles were obtained every 18. 3 meters
(ten fathoms) from nearshore to shelf-edge depths, with an additional
observation on the upper slope (Figure 37). Profiles on the May 7th

transect were measured at the same interval but the shallowest station

was at 18 meters (Figure 38). Similarity is the rule rather than the

Figure 37. Cruise Y 7105 A, May 5. Turbidity profiles along latitude 45° 59.O'N.
Turbidity
scale increases to the right. Comparisons of turbidity between profiles can
be made
by referring to the zero reference points at the right of the tops of the profiles. B.T data
is show.n in Figure 41.

Figure 38. Cruise Y 7105 A, May 7. Turbidity profiles along latitude 45° 59.O'N. Turbidity scale
increases to the right. Comparisons of turbidity between profiles can be made by referring
to the zero reference points at the right of the tops of the profiles. BT data is shown in
Figure 41.
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exception when comparing the results from the two days, although

minor differences appear. Again, three turbid layers are present
though the mid-water layer does not appear to be as intense as in

earlier measurements further south. This may be due to the previously noted differences in recording equipment, although the
higher background turbidity resulting from the Columbia River effluent

may somewhat mask the mid-water turbid layer. Unfortunately, be-

cause two different recording systems were used, there is no way to
compare absolute values between the February observations and those
which were made later.

The time-series station site was chose.n to allow turbidity observations over the finest-grained sediment o.n the northern shell
(Figures 5 and 6a). The bottom layer here was relatively thick and

intense(Figure 39), and both parameters increased markedly during
the period from 0600 to 1000. The intensity of the mid-water layer

was fairly constant although its thickness and distance above the bottorn varied slightly.

Bottom currents at 91 and 165 meters on the transect line were
recorded during the period May 5 - 7. The records are presented
i.n Figures 24 and 27.
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DISCUSSION OF DATA

Currents
On the basis of observations of this study and from information

available from previous studies, a general picture of sediment tra.nsport on the northern Oregon continental shelf can be drawn.

Bottom currents on the northern Oregon continental shelf are

generated largely in response to tides. At the mid-shelf stations, the
dominant period of the current oscillations is near 12 hours, as shown
in the progressive vector diagram for cruise Y 7105 A (Figure 26)

and as shown by the rotational period of current direction during cruise
C 7006 B (Figure 11) and during cruise Y 7105 A (Figure 25b). Es-

timates of frequency power spectra indicate that the dominant period

is greater tha.n six hours, but because of the relatively short duration
of the record the peak cannot be resolved.
Shelf-edge bottom currents have a dominant period of .near six
hours. In every frequency power spectrum computed for shelf-edge

currents, the six-hour period was dominant (Figure 14a, 22a, and 25a).
Directio.n records at the outer shelf show a periodicity of 12 hours
also (Figures 22b and 29). Mooers (1970) also noted a periodicity of

near six hours in currents over the shelf, and he ascribed this period
to the seco.nd harmonic of the internal tide.

Based o.n the observations of this study, short-period oscillations

due to surface waves are apparently significant only in water shallower
tha.n 90 meters. This is attested to by the lack of significant amounts

of energy associated with frequencies in the range from about five to
30 cph.

However, stro.ng influence from short period phenomena was

apparent at a depth of 36 meters. According to wave theory, one
would expect a greater influence due to surface waves in shallower

water. At a depth of 90 meters, for instance, in order for the bottom
effects of surface waves to ripple fi.ne sands (24 to 3), the significant
wave period must be in excess of ten seconds; the minimum wave

height required with this period is 6.5 meters (Neudeck 1971).
Such waves are known to occur a.n average of 0.5% of the time o.n the

Oregon coast (National Marine Consultants, 1961). Such large waves

are probably responsible for the ripple formation noted by Neudeck
(1971) near the shelf edge. Whe.n viewed over geologic time these

relatively infrequent events may be significant. This study indicates

that over the shorter time spa.ns surface waves are .not an active erosive mechanism on the outer shelf. The importance of surface waves

lies in eroding sediments at shoaler depths, and in maintaining them
in suspension across the shelf.
No significant amount of energy was appare.nt in a.ny of the rec-

ords at freque.ncies which would indicate short-period (less than 0. 5

hours) internal waves. However, Mooers (1970) reported a semi-

diur.nal internal tide propagating onshore as a progressive wave with

a 30-kilometer wavelength. Internal waves being ge.nerated at the

shelf edge in response to tidal motion probably are the dominant
current generating mechanism.
If short period internal waves do occur on the northern Orego.n
continental shelf, their mai.n effect would probably be that of placing
material i.n suspension. Cacchio.ne a.nd Southard (1970) performed
laboratory studies which show that upsiope amplification of bottom

shear stress associated with breaking internal waves is strong enough
on continental slopes a.nd shelves for sediment motion to occur.

Further experiments reported by Southard etal. (1971) indicate that
shoaling internal waves act upo.n the sediment in much the same way

as do surface waves, with scour in the swash zo.ne, deposition of a
low bar and development of oscillatio.n ripples. If internal waves are

responsible for net transport of sediment, a.nd if one can draw a.n
analogy to surface waves., the directio.n of tra.nsport should be onshore

in the region of breaking internal waves.
Lower frequencies tha.n those which could be resolved i.n this

study have been reported in several other studies of surface and subsurface currents o.n the Oregon coast. Mooers and Smith (1968)
analyzed tide records a.nd fou.nd c o.nti.ne.nta 1 shelf waves with fre que nc ie s

of 0. 1 cycles per day (cpd) moving toward the south a.nd 0. 35 cpd
moving toward the north. Collins (1968) also noted frequencies of

0. 14 cpd, one cpd, two cpd, a.nd 1.4 cpd. Steve.nso.n (1966) found

frequencies of two cpd were most common, although one cpd and 1.4

cpd frequencies were also important. The one a.nd two cpd frequencies

are tidal frequencies and the 1.4 cpd frequency corresponds to the
inertial frequency at this latitude.
The importance of the low-frequency currents to sediment

transport is probably their influence on the current direction. Current

direction records reveal none of the short-term oscillations so characteristic of the curre.nt speed. While it is variable from site to site,
direction of flow changes rather slowly and steadily during most observatio.ns. The resulting net transport of water. and thus the sus-

pended sediment it contains is clearly shown in the progressive-vector

diagrams. Southerly and westerly transport dominates although onshore flow may result from local conditions. The onshore flow ob-

served at 90 meters during cruise Y 7105 A is probably due to coastal
upwelling in response to offshore transport of surface water by north-

erly winds (Smith etal., 1966). The high percentage of onshore direction at 175 meters during cruise C 7006 B does not necessarily mdi-

cate onshore transport, since speeds corresponding to the directions
are not known.

Pillsbury etal. (1970) observed southerly flow at 18 meters
above the bottom on the inner shelf, 13 kilometers west of Depoe Bay.

Collins (1967) noted currents in mid-water over the continental shelf
were southerly in July but northerly in September and October. Over

rr

the continental slope west of Newport, Stevenson

(1966)

measured

mea.n southerly transport throughout the water column during the

summer with some surface tra.nsport to the north occurring in the
winter.

The Columbia River is probably the largest contributor of suspended sediment to the northern Oregon continental shelf. In the

winter, during periods of low runoff, the northerly current inshore

carries the suspended material a relatively short distance to the
north (Duxbury,

1965).

In the late spri.ng and early summer, however,

the southerly current transports the Columbia River plume far to the
south. It is during the late spring and early summer months that the

Columbia River discharge is the greatest (Morse and McGary,

1965).

Thus, based on currents observed i.n earlier studies, a net southerly
transport of sediments from the Columbia River should take place.
Currents observed duri.ng the prese.nt study reinforce this conelusion. With the exception of the mid-shelf station during cruise

Y 7105 A, at which the fLow was onshore (Figure

26),

all progressive

vector diagrams i.ndicate flow was offshore and to the south.

Mea.n

bottom-current speeds around 10 cm/sec were the rule at mid-shelf
and shelf-edge depths; slightly stronger currents occurred at the shelf
edge than were found at mid-shelf. Nearshore bottom currents, on the
other ha.nd, were much stronger, with a mea.n strength nearly three

times that of deeper currents. Large fluctuations in speed were
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common over very short periods in all records, giving the currents
a hlgustylT effect. Current speeds greater tha.n 20 cm/sec were not un-

common, although they were seldom sustained. The same is true

of slack currents near or below the threshold velocity of the meter.
Optical Observations

Every tra.nsmissometer profile shows three distinct layers of

turbid water, a surface layer, a mid-water layer, and a bottom layer.
Pak (1969) also saw evidence of these layers, although less clearly

because his observations were based on discrete samples. Pak etal.
(1970) associated a strong mid-water turbid layer three to 13 kilometers west of Depoe Bay with a temperature inversion during coastal
upwelling, although they observed that the turbidity maximum per-

sisted after the thermal inversion disappeared. Wildharber (1966),
using discrete samples also, fou.nd turbid layers at the thermocline
and near the bottom off the southern California coast.
The Surface Layer

The turbid layer at the surface closely corresponds to the level
of the seasonal thermoc line. This relation can best be seen in the

time-series profiles from crul.se Y 7105 A (Figure 39). The material
in the surface layer is hi.ndered i.n sinking by the relatively denser a.nd
more viscous cold water below the thermocli.ne. 11 such a condition

were to persist for a long period of time, o.ne would expect the surface layer to consist of the fi.nest size fractio.n and of less de.nse

materials, the larger a.nd denser materials sinking through the seaso.nal thermocli.ne. Wind mixing and convective mixing would destroy

the stratification with the result that all of the material in the surface
layer would fall deeper i.n the water column. This effect can be see.n

in the profiles from cruise Y 7104 C, where the surface turbid layer
is very diffuse. The seasonal thermocli.ne was not well developed
during these observations (Figure 40).

In an area where a great volume of suspended sediment is avail-

able, such as near the mouth of the Columbia River, the surface tur-.
bid layer will be most intense near the source and progressively
more diffuse away from the source. This phenomenon is known as
the Columbia River plume o.n the Orego.n continental margin, and has

bee.n studied in detail by Pak (1969), who traced the plume by measur-

ing particle scatter i.ng in the surface layer. The plume extended

nearly 240 kilometers south from the river mouth during Pak's observations, covering nearly half of the Orego.n continental shelf. In
view of the vast amou.nt of sediment supplied by the Columbia River,

the importance of this mode of tra.nsport to sedimentation o.n the

Oregon shelf is great.

On the central Oregon shelf, where no large river supplies
suspended sediment, the surface turbid layer is supplied from the
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Figure 40. Cruise Y 7104 C. Temperature-depth profiles
observed concurrently with turbidity profiles of
Figure 39.

near shore zone. Sediment in the nearshore zo.ne has three major

sources: coastal streams, erosion of coastal la.ndforms, and sea
bed material transported onshore into the surf zo.ne by wave surge.

Coastal streams deposit most of their coarse load in estuaries but
the fines make their way to sea by diffusion through the surf zone and

via tidal and rip currents.

The coarse sediments that fInd their way

into the surf zo.ne are transported by lo.ngshore currents. These
coarse sediments are constantly being abraided i.n the high energy

environment of the surf zone. As the sediments become finer, some

escape seaward from the surf zone, at considerable distances from

their original source. Likewise, sediment derived from erosion of
coastal landforms and from offshore sources is also distributed by the
lo.ngshore transport in the surf zone.
The Mid-water Layer

An omnipresent feature of the turbidity profiles in both the

summer and wi.nter is the mid-water turbid layer. This feature is
evident in every observation of turbidity although the intensity a.nd

thickness of the layer vary a great deal. Perhaps the most striking
aspect of the profile is see.n in the transect along latitude 45° 1UN

(Figure 30), made during February, 1971. The mid-water layer
.nearshore is only about five meters thick but is more intense than

either the bottom layer or the surface layer. Moving progressively
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seaward, the layer gradually thickens and become relatively less
intense when compared to the surface a.nd bottom layers. The layer

is sub-parallel to the bottom over the shelf, but becomes very diffuse
beyond the shelf-slope break.

In the transect along latitude 440 40'N (Figure 34), the mid-water

layer is neither as i.ntense nor as thick as along 450 1UN. In the
interim between the times when the two transects were made, a

rather strong storm of about 24-hours duration passed through the area.
The profile along 440 40'N is take.n to be representative of a we 11mixed water column. Thus, the mid-water layer along 440 40'N

may be considered youthful, although the characteristics described

for the earlier transect still hold true there.

The layer closely

parallels the shelf gradient while thickening in the seaward direction.
At the break in slope seaward of the 2230 observation, the mid-water

layer appears to separate somewhat from a path parallel to the bottom.
This occurs more distinctly in the profiles made in May, 1971 along
latitude 45 0 59'N (Figures 37 a.nd 38), where, after it crosses the

shelf-slope break, the mid-water layer very plainly continues along
much the same gradient as before.

In the time-series profiles, the mid-water layer remains
nearly constant in thickness and intensity although some oscillatory
vertical migration is apparent i.n the Y 7105 A series (Figure 39).

This migration is also apparent i.nthe permanent thermocline, and
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might indicate the influence of internal tides.
The position of the mid-water turbid layer coi.ncides with the

position of the permanent pycnocline in coastal waters (Pak etal.,
1970).

The fact that the layers coincide is not surprising in view of

the importance of density stratification in the surface layer. The
denser water below the pycnocli.ne can prevent somewhat larger

particles from settling than ca.n the surface layer. The intensity of
the mid-water layer depends largely on sediment supply. This explains the decreasing i.ntensity with distance from the shore.

In the

profiles close to the Columbia River, the plume itself acts as a source
of particles so the seaward decrease in mid-water turbidity is not as
pronounced there. Particles from the surface layer will also continue

to sink to the mid-water layer, especially after surface mixing destroys
the surface stratification.
The surf zone again acts as a source of suspended sediment for

the mid-water layer. Longuet-Higgi.ns (1953) has shown that a signifi-

cant offshore transport of mass is necessary near mid-water depths
for progressive waves. Fine sediments in suspe.ns ion would be car-

ned seaward in this offshore mass transport. This is graphically
illustrated by the geometry of the mid-water layer with a thin, intense layer at the shallow nearshore stations.
Many minor levels of turbid water can be distinguished in the
profiles. The discontinuous nature of these layers indicates that
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transient conditions exist which are .neither persistant in time nor
in space.
One might logically raise the question how do we know that the

surface turbid layer and the mid-water turbid layer do not result from
the primary productivity of phytoplankton. Although no samples were

taken to determine the composition of these layers, their terrigeneous
origi.n may be inferred in several ways. In a study of the primary
productivity near the edge of the continental shelf west of Newport,
Curl and Small (1965) determined that the maximum productivity

occurred at depths shallower than 20 meters, and that the euphotic
zone extended to depths only as deep as about 50 meters. Thus, the
phytoplankton inhabit water above the mid-water layer. Curl a.nd

Small also noted that the productivity depth increased in proportion
to the amount of sunlight. However, the time-series stations of

turbidity indicate no such migration, either in the surface layer or
in the mid-water layer. Furthermore, the turbidity profiles observed during cruise Y 7104 C show a poorly defined surface layer
at the same time that the BT data show no well-developed thermocline.
Mixing of the thermocli.ne would also mix the surface turbid layer;

if phytoplankton were present, however, their vertical distribution
should not be affected by the presence or absence of a thermocli.ne.

Finally, samples taken by Wildharber (1966) in the surface turbid
layer off southern California indicate that orga.nic matter provides
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only a small contribution to the total amount of suspended material

in the surface layer.
The Bottom Layer

The bottom layer is the most widely known and studied
(Wildharber, 1966; McMa.nus and Smyth, 1970). Unlike the other

turbid layers which were discussed above, the bottom layer is always
adjacent to a source of sediment. In addition, sediment is supplied

to the bottom layer from nearshore sources and from diffusion
through the layers above.
The contribution to the bottom layer of suspended sediment from

the nears hore region and from the water column is impossible to
judge from the profiles of turbidity. Over the short duration of the

measurements these inputs are assumed to remai.n constant; this
assumption should be valid because the environmental conditions

under which the observations were made were nearly constant. Any
increase in the bottom-layer thick:ness or intensity is therefore attributed to erosion of the bottom or to mixing of the layer in a vertical

direction, while a decrease in thickness or intensity is attributed to

deposition, or at least to settling.

At the time-series stations, the sediment characteristics are
constant. Any change in bottom-layer thickness or intensity must be
due to changes i.n the bottom current strength. The initial time-series
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obaervatio.n of bottom turbidity was made at 165-meters depth, 41

kilometers west of Newport. The sediment in the vicinity of this
station is fine sand with a median diameter of about 3. About ten

percent each silt a.nd clay are also present. The effect of the current
is as expected in all but the 1610 profile (Figure

32).

current resulted in a thicker, more intense profile at

Increasing
1240

and 1410,

although because of the relatively coarse sediment the layer is rather
thin (about five meters). The cur re.nt dropped sharply from

cm/sec to

13

23

cm/sec just before the 1610 observation but was 15

cm/sec just afterward. The lack of a bottom layer in this profile
is puzzling. Even if the current had stopped altogether. particles with
a diameter of

3

sinking at a rate of one cm/sec would require about

8 1/2 minutes to settle to the bottom. It is probable that the sus pended sediment is much smaller tha.n

3cj

and also that some turbu-

lence existed, so 8 1/2 minutes represents a minimum amount of

time required for settling. In view of the short time between the end
of the current observation and the turbidity measureme.nt it is con-

sidered that the lack of a bottom layer is not due to all the sediment
having been deposited.

Rather, it is more likely that the ship had drifted slightly and

the measurement was not made over the same type of bottom as those

made earlier. Later profiles agai.n reveal a predictable response to

the current strength. As the curre.nts decrease, the coarser material

suspended near the bed settles out quick1y with the result that the
layer becomes less intense near the bottom, while the total thickness

of the layer decreases at a much slower rate. This sequence of
changes can be detected inthe 1810 and 2015 profiles.

A second time-series station was made in 90 meters depth
about 30 kilometers west of Newport. The bottom at this location is
rock, so changes in the bottom layer must be attributable to changes
in supply from outside sources.
The time-series sequence during cruise Y 7105 A was made

over an area of extremely fine (Md smaller than 6) sediments,. 43
kilometers west of Tillamook Head in 130 meters of water. Although

no cur re.nt meter was placed at this location, current meters at 165
meters a.nd 90 meters bracketed the site. The correlation of the
bottom layer thickness (Figure 39) with the current strength measured
at 90 meters (Figure 25b) is excellent. Correlation with the current

at the deeper station (Figure 28b) is fair.
The surface sediment at this station is dominantly silt and clay
with a median diameter of 6. 34. It has been shown by Postrna (1967)

and others that the velocity necessary to erode sediment i.n this size
range (about 25 cm/sec for freshly deposited sediment) is somewhat

larger than the velocities measured concurrently at 90 meters assuming a smooth bottom. If we accept Postma's values erosion

must be rules out a.nd the thinning and thickening of the bottom layer
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in response to the current strength must be due to near-bottom
turbulence. The sediment suspended in the bottom layer is mixed

upward, with the result that it now must settle a greater distance before deposition can take place. The turbulent mixing has the effect

of increasing the horizontal distance a particle will travel before
ultimately coming to rest. On the other hand, if no new sediment is

being added to the bottom layer at this location, the layer will become more diffuse because of the mixing, with a resulting decrease
in density. If the layer is moving downslope as a low-density flow
(Moore, 1970) the rate of movement will be decreased as a result

of the decreased effect of gravity, unless the current is acting in a
downslope direction also.

Observations made during this study .neither confirm nor disprove the existence of such low-density flows. However., this study
and the work of Neudeck (1971) do reveal a turbid bottom layer which

seems to be present on all parts of the continental shelf. Bottom
photographs taken by Neudeck show that the turbid water seems to

flow around high areas, indicati.ng the role of gravity in the distribu.tion of the bottom layer. It is likely that during the winter season

the bottom layer becomes more dense due to the addition of material

from runoff of coastal streams, increased erosio.n in the surf zone,
and stirri.ng of bottom sediments by surface wave effects. Bottom

currents measured in this study are capable of maintaining at 1east

the silt and clay sized sediments in suspension. These suspended
sediments settle during periods of quiescence. If such a quiescent

period were of several hours duration, the suspension may become
dense enough for a low-density flow to be initiated.

Sediment Erosion and Transport
Recent studies by Sternberg (1971) of incipient motion of bottom

sediment in a marine environment show that general sediment motion

occurs at velocities very close to those predicted by existing theory.
The finest sediments observed by Sternberg, however) were medium
sands. Sediment this large is not generally present on the northern

Oregon continental shelf seaward of the surf zone. Therefore, the

value of the reference curves for transport of finer particles in the
marine environment is not certain. Using the curves for erosion and
transport of sediment from Postma (1967), the velocity at 15 ce.ntimeters above a smooth bed which would be required to erode the near-

shore sands (Md = 24 to 34) is about 30 cm/sec. Assuming a value
.
.
.
viscosity,
z = 15 cm, and U
of 1. 1 x 10 -2 cm2/sec for kinematic

30 cm/sec, solving equation (6), U
and solving equation (6) for U at z

1.58 cm/sec. Using this value
1.3 meters (the sensor height

above the bottom) the current which would have to be measured for

erosion of sand to occur in the nearshore zone is 45. 5 cm/sec. This
is higher than the speeds which were observed in 36 meters of water

west of Depoe Bay (Cruise C 7103F). O.n the other hand, if we assume a rough bottom with z

3. 3 cm, as in the current profile cal-

culations, and apply equation (5) using the mean current of 30 cm/sec

measured at 1.3 meters above the bottom during cruise C 7103F, we
obtain a shear velocity U = 7. 5 cm/sec. This shear velocity is

easily sufficient for erosion of the .nearshore sand facies to occur
(Machel and Ste rnberg, 1971).

Bagnold (1963) points out that sands of open beaches seldom

contain sizes smaller than about 34. If surface waves generate bot-

torn currents of 25 cm/sec at 15 centimeters above the bottom and
the bottom slope is three degrees, sediment smaller tha.n 34 should
become uniformly distributed in the surf zo.ne and diffuse outward to
deeper water (Bagnold, 1963). The previously noted seaward mass

transport in mid-water (Longuet-Higgins, 1953) provides a mechanism
for this diffusion. Vernon (1966) observed fine sand being placed into

suspension at 30 centimeters above the bottom in the nearshore zone,

but noted that coarser material moved as bed load. Most of the
transport observed by Vernon was shoreward although under certain

conditions he observed some transport seaward from the surf zone.
Seaward of the 90 meter depth, if erosion of bottom sediment
occurs it must be accomplished by currents with a mean; speed close

to 10 cm/sec. It has been previously noted that strong currents of
short duration may be a significant mode of transport if the directio.n
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of flow is constant. This may occur in two ways. First, the individual t?burstsll of current may be strong e.nough to erode unconsolidated

material for further transport in suspe.ns ion. Once the material is

in suspension, the current strength required to maintain the suspension
is much lower. For clay-sized particles ten cm/sec is sufficient to

prevent deposition (Postma. 1967). The importance of infrequent

stirring of sediment by storm-generated surface waves can be seen.
Neudeck (1971) .notes an apparent seasonal increase of bottom turbidity

which he ascribes to seasonal changes in wave conditions.

A less important mode of transport from short-duration currents
must be in the form of ripple transport. Neudeck (1971) has observed
rippling of bottom sediment as deep as 200 meters though the strong-.

est rippling was found on the inner shelf. Measurements by Kachel and

Sternberg (1971) indicate that ripple migration rates are low; ripples

in medium sand migrated at rates from nine centimeters per hour to

80 centimeters per hour in a steady current. The current, measured
one meter above the

beds

ranged from 37 cm/sec to 59 cm/sec.

Most of the ripples which Neudeck (1971) observed were symmetrical,

indicating formation by oscillatory currents.

Such ripples are

probably important to the net transport of sediment only as a source
of hydrodynamic bottom roughness. As has been previously shown in

this study, a rough bottom contributes greatly to the ability of a given
current to erode bottom sediments.
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The velocity required to erode materials finer than about 3 is
also greatly dependent on the water content of the deposit.

Postma

(1967) shows that recently deposited sediment is most easily eroded.

Depositied material tends to lose water with the passage of time, becoming more consolidated and increasingly difficult to erode. Postma
found that clay which could be eroded by currents with velocities of

18 cm/sec three hours after deposition required velocities of 90
cm/sec for erosion one month after deposition. Bottom photos taken
by the author and by Neudeck (1971) on the Oregon continental shelf

reveal the general presence of an unconsolidated blanket of fine

material which is probably suspended by currents in excess of about

20 cm/sec. Nevertheless, currents of strength sufficient to erode
beyond this surficial layer of unconsolidated material have not been
observed on the Oregon shelf. One must conclude that the fine con-

solidated sediments on the outer shelf are not being actively eroded.

This does not preclude reworking of sediments where coarser mater-

ials are present, or where the bed has small-scale relief.
Flocculation of clay particles may play an important part in the
deposition and erosion of fine sediments.

Flocculation of clay parti-

des results when particles collide and adhere to one another. Colli-

sions result from Brownian motion, current shear, and differential
rates of settling. The probability of flocculation depends largely on
the concentration of particles, and the rate of flocculation decreases
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as particles are removed by forming flocs. Therefore, the further
away from the source of fine sediment, the less important should be

the flocculation process. Concentration of particles in continental

shelf waters is normally about one mg/i (Lyall etal. , 1970) but near
a sediment source such as the Columbia River may be as high as 40

mg/i (MManus and Smyth, 1970). The greater concentration near
shore should result in greater amounts of sediment being flocculated
and deposited. However, the nearshore environment is one of much

higher energy than the outer shelf region. This higher energy may
prevent floccuies from settling to the bottom. Because of the great

amount of water contained in fioccuies, their density is quite low.

As a result, the settling velocity of a clay floccule is much lower

than a primary particle of the same size. Einstein and Kro.ne (1962)
state that a 5.2i. floccule and a 21i. primary particle have equal settling
velocities. Kue.nen (1965) states that a current of 0. 2 cm/sec ge.n-

erates enough turbulence to retard settling. Costin (1970) points out

that settling velocities of fine sediments in still waters can be as much
as four orders of magnitude less than the vertical component of turbulence. Thus, it is likely that the greater turbulence in nearshore

waters would prevent the floccules from depositing, and might even

tear them apart.
As the floccules reach the lower energy environment of the

outer shelf, some may settle to the bottom and be depositied.
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Parthe.iades et al.

(1969) show

that as floccules settle through the

laminar sublayer, they are subjected to strong shear forces which
tear ma.ny of them apart before deposition can take place. Turbulence

then injects this deflocculated clay back into the water above the bottom. Thus, even though a particle finally sinks to the bottom, there

is no assurance that deposition does take place. Furthermore, when

a floccule does contact the bottom, it adheres to the sediment. If

erosion of this floccule takes place at a later time, it may take other
adhering particles with it(Einstein and Drone,

1962).

Eve.n though the floccules are relatively large, their density is
low, about 1.2 g/cc (Einstein and Drone,

1962).

The fact that floc-

cules remain suspended in the water column over long distances has
been shown by Pak

(1969).

Undoubtedly ma.ny of these same floccules

are found in the mid-water turbid layer, although the current shear
near the bottom may disintegrate floccules at that level.
Finally, the activity of benthic organisms has been an important
agent for reworking older sedime.nts. Box cores take.n by Roush
(1970) showed a.n increasing amount of reworking by be.nthic organisms

with increasing dista.nce from the shore. The actio.ns of burrowing
organisms undoubtedly place sediment i.n suspension. Animals which

feed at the sediment-water interface are also responsible for stirring
sediments; anyone who has observed a flatfish settling itself o.n the
bottom has witnessed a powerful sediment reworking mechanism.
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Smaller animals are important when present i.n large enough numbers.
Bottom photos taken during cruise Y 7104 C show a large pink shrimp
populatio.n o.n unconsolidated fine sediments. These animals are

probably capable of placing a considerable amount of sediment into

suspension by their movements.
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Figure 41. Cruise Y 7105 A. Temperature-depth profiles observed
concurrently with indicated turbidity profiles of Figures
40 and 41.

10.6

CONCLUSIONS

Modern sediment transport on the northern Oregon continental

shelf is a combination of many processes, as shown in Figure 42. The

bottom currents are generated in response to internal tides. On the
inner shell, current with a mean speed of 30 cm/sec are sufficiently

strong to erode and transport the nearshore sands. At mid-shelf
depths, currents are much slower, with a mean speed of about 10

cm/sec. The semi-diurnal component of the tide is reflected in the
12-hour period the current speed and direction. Flow is onshore

during upwelling, but otherwise is to the south and west. On the outer

shelf, the mean speed is slightly higher than at mid-shelf, but is still
near 10 cm/sec. The dominant period of current oscillations at this
depth is about six hours, corresponding to the second harmonic of the

semi-diurnal tide. Flow is offshore and to the south.
No evidence of high frequency (two to six cph) internal waves

was noted i.n the current records, nor was there any indication of
surface wave influence at depths greater than 90 meters. Surface
wave influence was strong at 36 meters depth, however.
Suspended sediments move seaward froth the shore along three

major surfaces, the seasonal thermocline, the permanent pycnocline,
a.nd the bottom. Sediments in the upper layer consist of fine materials
diffusing seaward at the surface from the surf zone and fine materials
contributed by the Columbia River plume. The Columbia River is the
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Figure 4Z. Model for sediment transport on the northern Oregon continental shelf.
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dominant source of fine sediments on the northern shelf. Its plume

distributes particles horizontally i.n the surface layer to the south.
These particles gradually sink or are mixed into the waters below and
ultimately are deposited o.n the outer continental shelf and lower slope.
The large area of fi.ne sediments on the outer shelf south of the

Columbia River attests to the importance of the surface layer in
transporting sine sediment. This area of fines does not extend beyond

the shell edge, while its eastern boundary runs nearly north-south,
parallel to the coastline. The trends of the boundaries are indicative
of current patterns which are confining the fine sediment to its present
locat ion.

The greatest contribution to the mid-water layer is from diffusion of fine materials from the nearshore zone. Sediments derived
from coastal streams, from eros io.n of coastal la.ndforms, and from

onshore transport by waves are tra.nsported by the longshore current.

As the coarse sediments are transported, abrasion occurs, and the
resulting fine particles diffuse seaward from the surf zo.ne.

Whe.n

wave activity becomes more intense, the amount and the grain size
of sediment being transported will increase. The mid-water layer at
the permanent pyc.nocline is sub-parallel to the bottom over the con-.

tine.ntal shelf, but at the shelf edge it continues seaward in the upper

part of the water column, with the result that the shelf edge and upper
slope are bypassed by the suspended sediment. This at least partially
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accounts for the relatively low sedimentatio.n rate on theupper slope.
Spigai (1970) determined that the sedimentation rate on the upper
slope of southern Orego.n was one fifth that o.n the lower slope. This

indicates that away from the stratified water of the continental shelf,

the mid water layer sinks or is mixed, and the sediment transported
i.n it is deposited on the upper slope and on the continental rise.

Material in the bottom layer is derived from erosion of the
bottom by bottom currents, from sinking from the water colum.n above,

and from diffusion from the near shore zone. The fine material in
the bottom layer is periodically winnowed by bottom currents generated

in response to large surface waves. This material is transported into

the surf zone where it is mixed vertically. Some of this material
diffuses seaward in the surface layer and i.n the mid-water layer.
These layers do not contribute to the sedimentation on the inner shelf.
Since bottom transport caused by surface waves is depth dependent,

this winnowing results in the well sorted .nearshore sand facies.
Seaward of the depth of frequent surface wave influence, the

bottom layer thins and thickens in response to decreasing and increasi.ng bottom current strength. Over a hydrodynamically rough bottom,

the thickening may be due to erosion of the bottom. Thickening of the

bottom layer over a smooth bottom is due to vertical mixing of the

sediment as a result of increased turbulence. Transport of sediments
takes place over a circuitous path toward the southwest. At the shelf
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edge, the bottom layer becomes somewhat diffuse. The bottom layer
flows around topographic highs, depositing sediments in the low areas
and i.n the lee of banks. Concentration of the bottom layer duri.ng

quiescent periods may allow low-density flows to iniate.

It is tempting to try to establish the relative amount of material
being transported seaward at each of the three levels. If the same

particle size distribution existed in each of the layers, this might
be done. However, this assumption is difficult to justify in view of

the different settling rates of different sized particles. Therefore,
one should not conclude that if the surface layer transmissibility is
lower than the transmissibility at the bottom, the concentration of

particulate matter is greater in the surface layer.
This model of continental shelf sedimentation should be accurate
for a.ny ope.n shelf.

The processes affecting sedimentation are i.n no

way unique to this area. The most important feature of the model

is probably the means by which sediment bypasses the shelf and upper
slope. This method of transport should exist i.n a.ny shelf region

where the water is well stratified.
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX I. Station locations and weather conditions
CRUISE

DATE

LATITUDE

LONGITUDE

DEPTH

Y 7002 C

2/24/70
4/28/70
6/13/70

45° 03. 3'N
45° 48. 5'N

124°' 38. 6'W

070 12 kts

440 39.8'N

124° 33.3'W
124° 26. 6tW

354 rn.
124 m.
175 m.

C 7004 C

C 7006 B
C 7008 D
C 7012 D
C 7102 A
Y 7102 A

8/16/70
12/16/70
2/1/71

2/8/71
2/9/71

44° 39. 9'N
44° 40.9tN
440 49.O'N
440 39. 1'N

44° 38.8'N
450 11. 2'N

124° 14. 5'W

124° 33.6'W
124° l2.5'W
124° 06. 6'W
124°' 15.O'W

450 10. 9'N

124° 19. 4'W
124° 17. 3'W

45° 11.O'N

124° 14.7'W

450 11.O'N

124° 12.2W
124° 10.7'W

45° 11. O1N
45° 10. TN
450 10. 9'N
45° 11.OtN
450 1LO'N

124° 09.O'W
124° 07. 3'W
124° 04.9'W

124°03.O'W

WIND

SWELL

l-Zm

-

-

-

-

100 m.

-

-

176 in.

000 13 kts

90 m.
36 m.
76 m.
274 m.
186 m.
165 m.
146 m.
128 m.
110 m.

-

91 m.
74 m.
55 m.

7 kts
315 15 kts
200 8 kts
180 16 kts
175 18 kts
180 18 kts
180 18 kts
180 18 kts
180 24 kts
180 20 kts
18022 kts
315

sec

8

l-Zm

-

1 m.
1 m.

sec
2 in. 10 sec
2 m. 10 sec
2 rn. 10 sec
2 m. 10 sec
2 m. 8 sec
2 m. 8 sec
1-Zm 5 sec
1-2m 6.sec
1 m.

8

-J

APPENDIX I (Continued)
CRUISE

DATE

LATITUDE

LONGITUDE

DEPTH

WIND

SWELL

Y 7102 A

2/9/71
2/11/71

45° 11.O'N
44 39.3'N

124° 00. 1'W
124° 33.4'W

37 in.
165 in.

18020 kts
080 10 kts

44°39.ZtN

l46m.

100

125 n.

100 12 kts

110 in.

100 10 kts

440 38.6'N

124°32.9'W
124° 30.9'W
124° 28.7'W
124° 26.5'W

91 in.

100 14 kts

44° 39. 5'N
440 39.4'N

124° 15. 7'W
124° 1O.3'W

73 zn.

210

45° 11. OtN
44° 46. 3'N

124° 14.O'W

36 zn.

44° 46. 1'N

124° 14. 1'W
124° 31.2'W

44° 49. TN

124° 26.8'W

44°49.O'N
44° 44.2'N
45° 59 2'N

124°25.4'W

90 in.
165 in.
160 in.
165 in.
125 in.

594'N

124° 36.2'W
124° 00.5'W

1-2m.6 sec
2-3m.11 sec
2m. 11 sec
2m. 11 sec
2m. 11 sec
2m. 11 sec
2rri. 10 sec
2m. 10 sec
2-4m 10 sec
urn.
8 sec
1-2m 8 sec
1-Zm 8 sec
1-2m 8 sec
in. 8 sec
7 sec
irn.
7 sec
in.
in. 7 sec
7 sec
in.

440 39. 1'N

44° 38.8'N

2/12/71

C 7103 F
Y 7104 C

y 7105 A

3/24/71
4/27/71

4/28/71
5/5/71

450

45° 59.O'N
450 59.O'N

124° 27.O'W
124° 11. 3'W

124° 02.9'W

55 zn.

l4kts

6 kts
145 6 kts
-

8 kts
270 12 kts
300 10 kts
250

315

4kts

310

8 kts

92 zn.

285 10 kts

165 in.

300 14 kts

28 in.

270 10 kts

55

270 10 kts

in.

APPENDD I (Continued)
CRUISE

DATE

LATITUDE

LONGITUDE

DEPTH

WIND

Y 7105 A

5/5/71

450 59.O'N

1240 04.8'W

270 10 kts

urn.

450 59.Z'N

124° 11.5'W
124° 14. 7'W

70 m.
88 in.
112 in.
132 in.
146 in.
165 in.

285 10 kts

lm.
in-i.

182 in.
280 m.
130 in.

300

320

320

6 kts
8 kts
8 kts
14 kts
16 kts
14 kts
16 kts
14 kts
16 kts
14 kts
16 kts
18 kts
16 kts
21 kts
20 kts

45° 58. 9'N
450 59. O'N

450 58. 6'N

45° 59. 4'N
450 59. FN

450 59. 4'N

5/7/71

124° 19. 1'W
124° 25. 3'W
124° 49 6'W
124° 38. 4'W
124° 43. 5'W

295
280

280
300

300

45° 59.O'N
45° 58. 8'N
45° 59.O'N

1240 20.O'W
1240 02.5tW

19 in.
40 m.

45° 59. i'N

124° 03. 6'W

60 in.

320

450 59. PN

124° 05. 5'W
124° 11.8'W

76 m.
98 in.
115 in.
135 in.
150 in.

320

450 58.5'N
450 58.7'N

123° 59. 5'W

450 58.6'N

124° 16.6'W
124° 20.3'W

45° 59. S'N

124° 28. 6'W

000

320
320
320
320

SWELL

urn.

irn.
urn.

im.
urn.
urn.

irn.

im.
lrn.
urn.

lrn.
irn.
urn.

irn.

7 sec
7 sec
7 sec
7 sec
7 sec
7 sec
7 sec
7 sec
7 sec
6 sec
6 sec
6 sec
6 sec.
6 sec
6 sec
6 sec
6 sec
I-

'.0

APPENDIX I (Continued)
CRUISE

DATE

LATITUDE

LONGITUDE

DEPTH

WIND

y 7105 A

5/7/71

45° 59. 3'N

124° 36. 3'W

450 59, Z'N

124° 39. 5'W
124° 43. 5'W

179 m.
183 m.
275 m.

320 18 kts
330 18 kts
330 22 kts

450 59. 3'N

SWELL

im.
im.
irn.

7 sec
7 sec
7 sec

I-

0

